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Abstract

Emerging IoT applications with real-time latency constraints require new data processing systems operating at the Edge. Serverless computing offers a new compelling paradigm, where a user can execute a small application without handling the operational issues of server provisioning and resource management. Despite a variety of existing commercial and open source serverless platforms (utilizing VMs and containers), these solutions are too heavy-weight for a resource-constrained Edge systems (due to large memory footprint and high invocation time). Moreover, serverless workloads that focus on per-client, short-running computations are not an ideal fit for existing general purpose computing systems.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of Sledge – a novel and efficient WebAssembly-based serverless framework for the Edge. Sledge is optimized for supporting unique properties of serverless workloads: the need for high density multi-tenancy, low startup time, bursty client request rates, and short-lived computations. Sledge is designed for these constraints by offering (i) optimized scheduling policies and efficient work-distribution for short-lived computations, and (ii) a light-weight function isolation model implemented using our own WebAssembly-based software fault isolation infrastructure. These lightweight sandboxes are designed to support high-density computation: with fast startup and teardown times to handle high client request rates. An extensive evaluation of Sledge with varying workloads and real-world serverless applications demonstrates the effectiveness of the designed serverless-first runtime for the Edge. Sledge supports up to 4 times higher throughput and 4 times lower latencies compared to Nuclio, one of the fastest open-source serverless frameworks.
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1 Introduction

Serverless computing, also known as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), has been the fastest-growing type of cloud service over the two last years [67], achieving 50% year-over-year growth in 2019 alone. This is in part due to serverless computing’s new event-driven execution model, which enables users to run small stateless applications without concerns for server provisioning or resource management issues. Since the appearance of Amazon Lambda in 2014 [11], numerous cloud providers have released alternative serverless platforms, including Google Cloud Functions [31], Microsoft Azure Functions [53], IBM Cloud Functions [37], and Alibaba Cloud Functions [7]. While implementation details differ, most utilize virtual machines (VMs) or containers as a sandbox environment for hosting the tenants and executing their functions. These frameworks are somewhat heavy-weight and not efficient for providing a small memory footprint or supporting low latencies, especially when functions are instantiated for the first time. Multiple recent trends and related technological challenges motivate our interest in resource-efficient serverless computing at the Edge. Among them are the following:

Rapid Proliferation of IoT: IoT has introduced an unprecedented number of low-cost devices that continuously sense and generate data. The sheer volume of data produced by IoT networks is overwhelming. Harnessing the full potential of IoT requires new computing approaches along the entire data processing pipeline.

Novel Applications Relying on Real-Time Services: The surge of Industrial IoT and next generation technologies enable a growing number of novel applications relying on extremely low (10ms) latency processing, such as:

- a smart city with street and traffic lights that communicate with each other to improve the emergency response time of first responders;
- surveillance drones with real-time monitoring and intelligent video processing for diverse set of situations (latency/time critical in the emergency situations);
• connected cars and related data services that provide drivers timely alerts about dangerous road conditions ahead.

These emerging applications should process a large amount of data coming from multiple sources in near real-time. They require data processing systems with new performance characteristics: low latency overhead and high system throughput, while focusing on spatial and temporal isolation of requests from multiple tenants.

Importance of Processing at the Edge: While Cloud computing provides a good solution for applications designed with human perception in mind, it becomes inadequate for novel latency-critical applications that rely on fast, automated decisions made with no human in the loop. For example, the analysis and control logic of Industrial Control Systems may require a response time within 10ms [16, 81] – a characteristic that cannot be met by services delivered from the Cloud. Many machine learning (ML) workloads need to run at the very edge of the physical world (where sensing and data collection take place), but resource and battery constraints remain a major technological challenge. To satisfy the performance requirements of such workloads, we must augment on-device compute with a new class of services that can process data closer to the source, i.e., Edge computing.

Below we summarize the execution properties and requirements for an efficient serverless runtime at the Edge:

• Event-driven, short-lived execution. A prominent characteristic of serverless functions is that they are event-triggered (for example, in response to a client request) and short-lived. They are often called stateless as they are reclaimed and started anew for each client request. Note, that the existing, traditional systems are optimized for long-running execution over many client interactions (e.g., servers and daemons), and they are not well-suited for this new, atypical execution pattern.

• High density multi-tenancy. The Edge represents a limited and resource-constrained environment, and therefore Edge resources need to be carefully shared and managed between multiple tenants. Given this, multi-tenancy at the Edge will require high density. While serverless infrastructures are often optimized for scalability at the data-center scale, this paper emphasizes the ability to efficiently support this high-density on the Edge’s limited resources.

• Low latency. The proximity of Edge to sensors, IoT, and networked devices results in low networking latency (enabled by avoiding the WAN). Therefore, efficient, low latency execution of serverless functions at the Edge gets very important (as normally-hidden computing overheads of existing infrastructures might become dominant ones compared to low network latencies).

• High churn and repeated execution. A very short-lived execution of serverless functions drastically increases the churn in the system. The rate of function instantiation and destruction is proportional to the rate of client requests. Additionally, the specific code for a function is executed repeatedly, once for each client request.

These serverless properties define a specific set of requirements that are not best provided by existing systems. Though the serverless execution properties are atypical, these are often executed on existing systems optimized for long-running executions (e.g., containers, VMs, servers, and daemons).

Recently, WebAssembly (Wasm) [33] with its light-weight sandboxing capabilities has emerged as a promising approach for supporting serverless at the Edge [23, 28, 34, 70]. Since many existing Wasm runtimes exhibit significant overheads compared to application native execution [33, 34, 38], we implement our own LLVM-based ahead-of-time (AoT) Wasm compiler, called aWsm (pronounced as awesome), which offers configurable sandboxing and optimized for performance.

In this work, we propose a new serverless-first infrastructure Sledge1 (ServerLess at the Edge runtime) optimized for properties of low-latency serverless execution at the Edge. Toward this, we focus on the serverless runtimes for single host servers ranging from powerful multi-core servers to low-cost systems like Raspberry Pi. A new runtime Sledge enables light-weight function instantiation and isolation facilities, and uses kernel bypass to enable specialized serverless function scheduling. The Sledge runtime focuses squarely on efficiency of serverless functions, and enabling strong spatial and temporal isolation of multi-tenant function executions. The efficiency of Sledge is enabled by our aWsm compiler and serverless runtime with the following mechanisms, summarizing our contributions:

• Light-weight function isolation. Sledge executes functions in light-weight Wasm sandboxes, removing the high overheads of traditional runtimes (e.g., VMs and containers), while still providing strong memory isolation.

• Optimized function startup for high densities. Given the repeated execution of the same functions across many tenants, Sledge optimizes function startup by decoupling the processing (linking and loading) of function binaries from function instantiation.

• Decoupling work-distribution from temporal isolation. Sledge leverages the short-lived execution properties of serverless to specialize system scheduling by decoupling both the work-distribution and load balancing across cores for scalability, from the scheduling logic to maintain fairness and temporal isolation.

• Serverless execution performance evaluation. We perform an extensive evaluation of Sledge serverless runtime using various Edge workloads to show that Sledge provides up to 4 times better latencies and throughputs compared

1 www.github.com/gwsystems/sledge-serverless-framework
to Nuclio [57], one of the fastest open-source serverless frameworks. We also evaluate our Sledge Wasm compiler and its runtime on x86_64 and AArch64 architectures to show an average performance overhead within 13% of the native code execution for PolyBench/C [62] benchmarks and compare its efficiency with various existing LLVM- and Cranelift-based [19] Wasm compilers and runtimes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the background on existing serverless technologies and outlines related work. In Section 3, after introducing WebAssembly, we present the Sledge compiler and describe the design of the serverless-first Sledge runtime. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the Sledge serverless runtime, while in Section 5, we present the performance evaluation of the Sledge compiler aWsm and detailed performance assessment of our serverless framework Sledge for various Edge workloads. Finally, we make concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 Background and Related Work

There are two traditional approaches for serverless implementation: VM-based and Container-based frameworks.

VM-Based FaaS: Figure 1(a) reflects a serverless function execution in a VM environment. All the yellow boxes in Figure 1(a) constitute a function in a VM environment. A hypervisor offers a software layer to abstract the physical hardware from the guest operating system(s) (VMs) [21]. It logically divides and manages the underlying system resources between guest VMs. An instance of a function is a combination of its code, memory (stack and heap), its language runtime and the library dependencies. Typically, serverless functions are transient and short-lived. A function footprint is significantly smaller compared to a size of a provisioned VM (with GBs of memory). Despite a VM-like isolation being the current standard for multi-tenant hardware sharing [77], VMs are too heavy-weight for serverless function execution. There have been efforts to provide lighter-weight VMs with faster startup times than traditional VMs by Amazon Firecracker microVM [26, 27], LightVM [52], and Kata Containers [41]. Amazon Firecracker is a minimalistic VMM that uses Linux kernel-based virtual machines (KVM) with memory footprint of 5MB and startup latency of about 125ms. It is one of the enabling technology behind the leading serverless cloud platform AWS Lambda [11].

Container-Based FaaS: Containers provide a standard way to package the user application’s code, configurations, and all the dependencies into a single object. They share an operating system installed on the server hardware as shown in Figure 1(b). The containers are isolated from each other using security features such as Linux chroot, control groups (cgroups), and namespaces. Linux Containers (LXC) [48], Dockers [20], and Windows Containers [83] are different container runtimes, which containerize the applications into processes with a dedicated filesystem, providing a full execution environment, while sharing the host binaries and libraries, where appropriate. Many leading cloud providers like Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM and others use this technology as an enabling platform for FaaS [36, 39, 77, 82, 84].

Figure 1(b) depicts a serverless function execution in a containerized environment. Each function (white boxes) is packaged into a container image with the language runtime and dependencies including libraries (yellow boxes, which are not even shared between containers of a single function), thereby impacting the memory footprint and startup latencies of each function. The blue layers are shared between different functions, and the underlying OS controls container/function scheduling in this framework. The container manager controls creation, deletion, starting, and stopping containers in the serverless environment. Despite the efficiency gains of using containers over VMs, isolating each function in its own container still implies a significant overhead.

Figure 1(c) depicts the next evolution step in implementing the serverless infrastructures by using a process per function, while maintaining a container per tenant, such as the latest Nuclio [57] and OpenFaaS [60] runtimes. This represents an interesting design point: a process created per function isolates functions from each other, while allowing them to share the container resources. By allocating a container per tenant, this approach supports CPU, memory, and namespace isolation between tenants. We will show later that our solution Sledge shown in Figure 1(d) is able to accommodate much of the serverless runtime safely into the same processes as functions to minimize redundant resource consumption and customize policies for function execution. Given that the Nuclio platform [57] demonstrates the best results among the Kubernetes-based serverless solutions considered in [46], we choose Nuclio as the baseline against which we compare performance of Sledge.

Serverless Performance Challenges: The startup latency for initiating a function instance in a FaaS platform can vary significantly: from a few milliseconds to several seconds. A function execution might be a "warm-start", reusing a VM or container from the previous event of the same function, or it might be a "cold-start", where a new VM/container has to be launched. Cold-start latency depends on many additional factors: the language used for programming the function, the number and types of libraries, their dependencies, etc. While many of these factors are under a developer’s control and considered for optimization [9, 49, 54, 58, 73, 86], one can achieve only a limited reduction of the cold-start latency.

The other challenging issue is selecting the right amount of resources (memory and compute) for executing the function. Requesting the "right" amount of compute is not always possible in the serverless frameworks. For example, currently in AWS Lambda, the user can only provide a memory setting. The minimum allocated memory is 128MB, with 64MB increments. Once a user selects a memory size, AWS allocates the CPU quota proportionally. Multiple papers [1, 2, 42, 77]
show that, while typically, function performance correlates with a memory size, it often exhibits inconsistent behavior.

**Novel Approaches for Serverless Platforms:** The recent popularity of serverless functions and the goal of optimizing the execution of multi-tenant workloads, brought a renewed attention to Linux kernel’s abstractions [24, 43, 65]. Unikernels comprise a minimal operating system and a single application, making them a natural fit for serverless functions. In [43], the authors show that bypassing the kernel with unikernels can yield at least a factor of 6 better latency and throughput. In our Sledge design, we pursue a similar opportunity: bypassing the Linux kernel for efficiency, optimized latency, and a customized function scheduler.

With the advancement of IoT and novel applications requiring near real-time processing, there is a need to efficiently support a large number of serverless functions using limited hardware resources at the Edge, while delivering fast response. The latest novel approaches, aiming to support these requirements, leverage WebAssembly (Wasm) [33]. Wasm provides a light-weight sandboxing capabilities which can be utilized by running serverless functions at the Edge as shown by newly introduced commercial products (in 2019) from Cloudflare [70, 75] and Fastly [3, 4, 23], and research publications [14, 28, 34, 87].

Zhang, et al [87] describe Shredder, a low-latency multi-tenant cloud store that allows small units of computation (a la serverless functions) to be performed directly within storage nodes, using Javascript or WebAssembly programs in V8 for light-weight function isolation. Boucher, et al [14] suggest a novel design for serverless platforms that runs user-submitted microservices within shared processes. The paper advocates in favor of language-based (Rust) isolation, which could provide micro-second scale invocation latencies for lightweight, short-lived tasks. Hall, et al [34] demonstrate the potential of a Wasm-based approach to significantly decrease the cold-start latencies (under 30 ms in their implementation), while Fastly has announced that Lucet [4] (Fastly’s native WebAssembly compiler and runtime) can instantiate Wasm modules in under 50 µsec [3].

In our earlier paper [28], we discuss a set of open challenges and promising opportunities for serverless computing at the Edge. This earlier paper outlines the initial principles of the aWsm compiler and the related serverless runtime. Our current paper offers a comprehensive design of a fully functional system, capable of interfacing with clients. We provide the implementation details of the aWsm compiler and its thorough evaluation with a detailed comparison to other existing Wasm compilers. We introduce our serverless runtime implementation Sledge, detailing all its novel aspects and comparing its performance against the best currently existing serverless infrastructures.

Another approach with an aim to provide stateful serverless computing, Faasm [69], for big-data applications, leverages Wasm for light-weight memory isolation, and Linux’s cgroups to provide CPU isolation for function instances executing in dedicated system-level threads. The Faasm runtime’s average function initialization time is 10ms, and it relies on function snapshots, warm faaslets, and Linux kernel for execution performance. In our paper, the serverless-first Sledge runtime enables the optimized µ-second level function startup times by decoupling the function linking and loading from function creation and provides near real-time function execution latencies using kernel bypass.

Hall, et al [34] highlights the performance challenges related to a Wasm execution overhead compared to native application performance. Three applications used in the paper had 2-6 times higher Wasm execution overhead compared to their native execution.

A number of latest papers [33, 38] (written over period of three years) are devoted to optimize Wasm compilers and
performance of the resulting code. In 2017, only 7 out of 30 PolyBench/C [62] benchmarks performed within 1.1 times of native execution [33]. While by May 2019, 13 benchmarks out of 30 could perform within 1.1 times of native [38] due to improved Wasm compilers. In our paper, though the focus is on the Sledge serverless runtime, we demonstrate that our aWsm compiler performs within 1.1 times of the native execution for 24 out of 30 PolyBench/C benchmarks.

3 Serverless-First Runtime Design

This section presents the design of the Sledge serverless execution framework for the Edge. It leverages lightweight Wasm sandboxes to enable the execution of multi-tenant serverless functions with high-churn and microsecond-level latency on the resource-constrained Edge systems.

3.1 WebAssembly Background

Serverless computing at the Edge requires low-latency, high-density, a support for high-churnal, and strong isolation. In order to support these requirements, the serverless-first runtime needs new means for a processes abstraction and novel fault isolation techniques.

WebAssembly (Wasm) [33] provides a strong foundation that enables a run-time to address these goals. It provides a memory-light sandbox for untrusted execution based on software fault isolation [76] and control flow integrity [5]. This sandbox enables Sledge to move serverless and OS services into a light-weight runtime that utilizes user-level scheduling, efficient work distribution, and asynchronous I/O to optimize for efficiency and low-latency.

Wasm is a portable, language-agnostic, low-level bytecode. Despite being driven by web standards bodies, the specification has been designed to work outside the browser as well, and there are numerous implementatons [4, 78, 79] that provide embeddings for non-Web environments.

Importantly, Wasm is a low-level language that is a compilation target for existing compilers like LLVM, that does not prescribe garbage collection. Thus, even unsafe languages such as C and C++ can compile to Wasm and execute safely. The two components of safe execution of unsafe languages are memory safety and control-flow integrity.

Memory-safety. In contrast to language runtimes like the JVM that rely on type-safety for safe program execution, WebAssembly (Wasm) [33] uses memory-safety that simply limits Wasm code to native loads and stores within a contiguous “linear memory”. The Wasm sandbox ensures that logic within the runtime cannot maliciously or accidentally corrupt memory or control outside of the sandbox. Each Wasm memory access addresses linear memory at an offset from the linear memory base. Accessing bytes beyond the linear memory’s size generates a sandbox violation exception. The Wasm runtime is responsible for bounds checking and the translation of linear memory accesses into the hardware’s virtual addresses.

Control-flow integrity. Sandboxing untrusted execution requires control-flow integrity (CFI) [5], which constrains execution to the safe control flow graph considered by the compiler. Wasm achieves this by using the following two techniques.

First, the C execution stack holds return addresses that can be corrupted to hijack control flow using a buffer overflow. Thus, the Wasm execution stack must be outside of linear memory, thus inaccessible to loads and stores from within the sandbox. However, this complicates passing pointers to stack-allocated variables. Therefore, Wasm separates the execution stack into two separate stacks: (1) a stack external to linear memory, and (2) a stack within linear memory containing stack-allocated variables.

Second, Wasm requires that function pointers (including C++ vtable dispatch) cannot be de-referenced directly. Instead, calling a function pointer is translated into an activation of a function in a runtime (safe, pre-calculated) table of valid entry points and types. The runtime mediates function pointer invocations by (1) validating that they point to valid function addresses, and (2) validating that the type of the caller matches those of the function. Similarly, the entry-points into sandbox and runtime functions (that the sandbox can invoke) are indexed into the runtime function pointer table.

Wasm promises to provide the strongly sandboxed safety of the execution of unsafe code by appropriately constraining memory accesses and control flow.

3.2 Managing Lightweight Function Isolation and Churn using Wasm Sandboxing

The Sledge system leverages the Wasm security model to enable execution of multiple untrusted modules in the same process, thereby providing significantly lighter-weight isolation compared to VMs and containers for multi-tenant serverless execution. A Wasm runtime aims to maintain memory safety and control-flow integrity (CFI) by efficiently performing linear memory access bounds checks, stack operations, and function pointer invocations. The security model of Wasm allows for implicit enforcement of CFI through structured control-flow [80], thus protecting the Wasm modules from a variety of control-flow hijacking attacks including stack smashing, and return-oriented programming. However, many of the existing Wasm runtimes [35, 38] can exhibit significant overhead in properly sandboxing code. Motivated by this, we designed an ahead-of-time (AoT) compiler for Wasm to LLVM [50] bytecode and enabled configurable mechanisms for bounds checking that leverage varying levels of hardware support. We use an existing compiler (LLVM) to compile source code (e.g., C/C++) to Wasm binary format. The compiled Wasm binary file is then input to our Sledge
compiler \texttt{aWsm}², generating LLVM intermediate representation (bytecode). The \textit{Sledge} compiler is implemented in Rust and is 4,500 lines of code. We rely on LLVM to optimize for the target architecture.

Using the compilation of native C/C++ code into a sandboxed binary for \textit{Sledge} as an example, Figure 2 demonstrates our compilation and runtime pipeline.

Figure 2. \textit{Sledge} compiler \texttt{aWsm} and runtime for memory safety and control-flow integrity of Wasm functions. "Heavyweight Linking and Loading" warms up functions without function sandbox creation/instantiation ("Optimized Fn Startup" in the figure).

The \textit{Sledge} compiler, \texttt{aWsm}, and a runtime together enable the decoupling of process linking and loading, which is expensive, from the function instantiation, which is optimized for function startup times (Figure 2). \texttt{aWsm} compiles code for a function into an elf dynamic library (.so) that includes the necessary Wasm safety checks. To load in a new function, the \textit{Sledge} runtime dynamically loads a function’s .so. When a function execution is triggered, \textit{Sledge} allocates and populates linear memory for the execution of the already linked and loaded Wasm module. By avoiding heavy-weight linking and loading, this approach supports faster function startup time.

Figure 2 helps to demonstrate the ability of \textit{Sledge} compiler and runtime to provide configurable mechanisms for memory and function invocation bounds checks. Software conditional bounds checks for Wasm linear memory represent the most obvious overheads over native code. Such safety checks ("load" and "store" in Figure 2) transform native loads/stores into an addition (from the linear memory base), and a branch (for the bounds check) as shown in Figure 2. We implement these safety checks in the runtime, thus enabling their customization and implementation in C libraries.

We investigate multiple bounds check configurations:

- \textbf{No explicit bounds checks} on Wasm loads and stores. Though this configuration is fastest, it does not provide memory safety (thus breaking the sandbox). This is useful for studying the overheads of bounds checking.
- \textbf{Software-based bounds checks} that make sure that the load and store offsets are indeed within the linear memory size of the sandbox. This configuration could limit performance in some systems as it increases the overhead of each load and store. Note, that LLVM optimizations might lift and remove some redundant checks.

- \textbf{Hardware-based bounds checks} using features such as segmentation and MPX [55, 59]. Many processors today have security features that enable pointer validation with limited performance impact on the applications [8, 55, 85].

- \textbf{An architecture-based optimization} [33] that elides bounds checks by running the 32-bit Wasm sandbox’s linear memory in a separate, aligned 4GB virtual span of address space. Non-overlapping sandboxes ensure memory safety, while virtual memory faults trap illegal accesses.

The \textit{Sledge} runtime also implements software-based safety checks on function pointer invocations to ensure CFI (see "get_func" in Figure 2) by checking that a Wasm module only invokes its accessible functions with valid argument types.

The \textit{Sledge} compiler \texttt{aWsm} allows configuring the method for bounds checks at runtime (as shown in Figure 2). This feature enables the runtime to leverage different hardware and software capabilities for bounds check management, while also allowing the edge provider to make performance tradeoffs.

3.3 Single Process Runtime and Resource Management

Existing serverless frameworks for Edge computing, based on VMs and containers, often have a number of special software components spread across separate containers/processes. For example, a "serverless management" component shown in Figures 1 (a)-(c) is essential for request routing and load-balancing across functions in VMs, containers, or processes. However, this approach incurring significant overhead in inter-process communication (IPC) between these components, when crossing protection domains, and therefore, impacting the end-to-end latencies and throughput of executed serverless functions.

The serverless functions are ephemeral and stateless. They often rely on networked storage for persistance. However, in the existing serverless frameworks, the function isolation boundaries are enforced via strong isolation of VMs and containers (that are inherently heavy-weight). Moreover, the function language runtime and libraries are isolated and replicated as well (see Figures 1 (a)-(c)), thereby increasing the memory footprint of these functions.

The \textit{Sledge} serverless runtime uses a \textbf{single process} and leverages Wasm for sandboxing. This design enables a multi-tenant function execution within a single protection domain as shown in Figure 1 (d).

\textbf{Serverless function resource management}. Figure 3 depicts the major components of the \textit{Sledge} runtime for function request processing at the Edge. As it shows, the language runtime and libraries are shared by all the functions executing in the \textit{Sledge} runtime. This approach minimizes
the memory footprint of each function and enables efficient resource utilization.

3.4 Serverless-First Function Scheduling

The existing serverless frameworks predominantly run functions in VMs and Linux-based containers. While scheduling and load balancing of threads across cores is generally a difficult problem [51], the growing complexity of the Linux kernel [43] can significantly impact every system interaction in a multi-core system [29]. The Linux kernel’s scheduling subsystem uses shared runqueues and provides the runqueue synchronization through shared locks. The Inter-Processor Interrupts (IPI) are used to coordinate many aspects in Linux kernel, e.g., scheduling runqueue balancing, work-queues, and TLB coherence. The multi-tenant serverless frameworks suffer from reduced performance due to high context switch overheads and frequent inter-core migrations for enabling temporal isolation.

The serverless executions that are short-lived and event-driven (as described in Section 1) incur significant overheads in the existing systems as the new requests are directly added to the kernel scheduler runqueues and require expensive thread migrations for balancing work. This has motivated a number of systems [12, 40, 63] to bypass the Linux kernel for task scheduling and improved scalability.

To scale and efficiently execute functions, Sledge revisits system scheduling to explicitly decouple work distribution from temporal safety (per-function progress). The Sledge runtime’s design incorporates all functionality in a single process to provide low latencies, while enabling high-churn. In doing so, Sledge uses its own facilities for memory isolation, serverless-specific load-balancing, and user-level scheduling of function execution.

The current Sledge user-level scheduling is based on:

- preemptive round-robin (RR) scheduling to minimize overheads while also providing the temporal isolation necessary for multi-tenancy;
- a scalable work-stealing deque to shuffle requests between cores, while integrating the dequeuing of new requests into the idle loop of scheduling.

While the user-level scheduling in Sledge is much more efficient (by avoiding system calls), it has to address the traditional challenges and issues, such as:

- blocking within the kernel causes that all user-level threads are blocked;
- cooperative scheduling is not resilient to the untrusted computations with potentially unbounded execution times.

To address these issues, Sledge leverages timer signals on each core as a means to provide preemptive scheduling, integration with an event-driven library for I/O that avoids blocking, and cooperative yields (in the runtime) when the output from system calls is not immediately available.

The Sledge runtime is inspired by task-based parallelism frameworks such as OpenMP [61], Cilk [13] and Intel TBB [72] focusing on efficient work distribution of run-to-completion serverless functions or tasks. The Sledge runtime also specializes the management of new client requests to avoid head-of-line blocking. When shuffling requests between cores, Sledge must enable work-conservation, i.e., a worker core should only go idle if there are no pending requests, and it must scalably balance work. While a global queue is work-conserving, it is not scalable, and while a separate queue per core is scalable, it does not provide work-conservation. Therefore, the Sledge runtime leverages a lock-free, work-stealing deque [15, 45]) to shuffle requests between cores. Each runtime thread on each core dequeues pending requests to maintain work-conservation, as shown in Figure 3.

Once a function begins execution in a Wasm sandbox, per-core runqueue scheduling is leveraged at the user-level.
by providing quantum-based CPU allocation along with preemptive round-robin scheduling. As function instances are user-level sandbox contexts, cooperative switches between them avoid mode changes and hardware protection domain switches. This has a significant impact on the end-to-end function latencies, while enabling a multi-tenant isolation at the Edge.

3.5 Request/Response Serverless Processing
We focus the Sledge design around request/response serverless computation⁵. This is motivated by the Sledge’s focus on the Edge interaction with IoT and embedded devices, where providing a timely response will best utilize Edge proximity to devices. Matching this motivation, Sledge uses HTTP POST requests to pass the arguments (e.g., an image to be classified) to the function for processing. The function’s output is formatted as the HTTP response. As standards for request/reply processing at the Edge stabilize, this modular mechanism for interacting with a function can be replaced or refined.

The outlined Sledge design enables a single node runtime to cater to the execution requirements of serverless at the Edge while optimizing the efficiency and system resource usage of a multi-core system.

The existing C/C++ programs compiled to Wasm leverage POSIX layer without modifications, and Sledge currently provides access to this POSIX layer functionality using asynchronous I/O. WebAssembly System Interface (WASI) support is in our roadmap but is out of scope of this paper.

We believe that the multi-server serverless frameworks could be built on top of these fundamental mechanisms to enable higher densities and lower latencies than the existing VM and container-based serverless frameworks.

4 Implementation
Function Management: Figure 4 depicts a simple process or address space Sledge system, designed to enable multi-tenant serverless functions and efficiently utilize the resource constrained Edge systems. The Sledge runtime leverages ahead-of-time (AoT) compiled Wasm modules (as described in Figure 2), loading them at the startup to decouple the heavy-weight function linking and loading from function instantiation. The Wasm modules are loaded using `dlopen` and obtaining the address of the exported `main` function in the module using `dlsym`. Then the runtime creates a TCP socket on a fixed port, defined in a JSON-based configuration file.

A single “listener thread” is pinned to a dedicated core (called a “listener core”). It uses `epoll` to listen to incoming connections on loaded module ports. The “listener core” handles request forwarding by listening to incoming requests (labelled 1 in Figure 4) and instantiating function sandboxes for each request to available functions in the runtime. The decoupled function startup enables optimized function sandbox creation, which only involves allocation of required linear memory, a dedicated stack, and a user-level context (tracking `ip`, `sp`, and `mcontext_t`) for user-level scheduling (similar to green threads [32]).

Function Distribution for Load Balancing: The load balancer is decoupled from the temporal isolation scheduling and is implemented using a common task queueing data-structure (a global work-stealing deque) to balance sandboxes between “worker cores” [15, 45] as shown in Figure 4. The function sandboxes are pushed on to the load balancer for scaling concurrent requests onto a number of cores (labelled 2 in Figure 4). Each “worker core” steals a sandbox from the global work-stealing deque and appends it to the local scheduling runqueue for execution (labelled 3 in Figure 4), thus achieving work-conservation. The data-structure tracking modules, the worker thread `pthread_ts` (which are read-only for the lifetime of the Sledge runtime after creation), and the global work-stealing deque are the only global data-structures in the runtime. This enables Sledge runtime to support predictable latencies for function executions in a multi-core Edge node.

Function Scheduling for Temporal Isolation: To maintain the fairness and temporal isolation required by the multi-tenant function executions, Sledge implements preemptive-scheduling on each core, decoupled from load balancer for work-distribution. The Sledge runtime spawns N “worker threads”, each pinned to a separate core and having a core-local function scheduling runqueue (with other data-structures implemented using thread-local storage) depicted as 4 in Figure 4. Each “worker thread” unmasks SIGALRM (with the

---

⁵ Some alternative frameworks (e.g., Google’s Firebase [25]) trigger serverless functions execution in response to Cloud storage updates.
remaining threads keeping it masked by default). This ensures that the software interrupts or signals are always delivered to one of the “worker threads”.

Each “worker core” implements a local, preemptive round-robin scheduling for the sandboxes on its run queue, with a time slice set to 5 milliseconds. When the kernel triggers a SIGALRM, the “worker core” that receives it, propagates it to the other “worker cores” using pthread_kill to enable preemption on multi-core systems (“SIGALRM” or 6 in Figure 4). On each core, preemption causes the mcontext_t from the signal handler to be saved to the currently executing sandbox’s context, which can only be restored through a signal execution context (as it requires restoring all registers of the sandbox context). A context switch to a preempted thread incurs additional overheads, as it requires a signal execution context, achieved using a pthread_kill(pthread_self(), SIGUSR1) to restore all its registers from a previously saved mcontext_t. This significantly increases the sandbox context switch costs to be on the orders of the OS thread switch in Linux. Therefore, the time slice in scheduling has strong control over sandboxing preemptions and scheduling overheads, which impact the function’s end-to-end latencies.

**Function Sandbox Execution:** Each function sandbox starts by executing the main function inside the Wasm module, reading the HTTP request body as stdin (labelled 5 in Figure 4). The stdout from the sandbox is then used for HTTP response formation by Sledge runtime. Each “worker core” tears down the sandbox memories (stack and linear memory) of each completed sandbox on their local runqueue.

**HTTP and Asynchronous Function I/O:** Wasm modules, loaded by Sledge execute I/O via the system POSIX interface, which includes some system calls that block until completion (e.g., open, read, write, recv, send, etc). To enable strong temporal isolation between multi-tenant function executions, the Sledge runtime leverages the asynchronous, event-driven I/O using libuv [47] (“libuv (Async I/O)” or 5 in Figure 4). libuv is a multi-platform support library with a focus on asynchronous I/O based on event loops (uv_loop_t). It was primarily designed for use in Node.js but is also used by many other projects.

Each “worker core” has a core-local libuv event loop (in its thread-local storage). The functions (executing in that thread) queue the I/O requests in the core-local event loop and use cooperative sandbox scheduling to block on I/O. The function scheduling in each “worker core” checks for pending I/O before scheduling the function sandboxes from the runqueue, enabling the scheduler to control the number of events to process. Event-driven I/O is provided by registered libuv callbacks, which wake the sandboxes up and make them runnable by appending them to the core-local runqueue.

5 Evaluation

First, we evaluate our Sledge compiler aWsm and runtime on x86_64 and AArch64 architectures using two systems:

- Dell Precision 7820 workstation with 16 cores Intel Xeon Silver 4216 2.1 GHz processor and 16 GB memory;
- Raspberry Pi 4 Model B with Quad-core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8) 64-bit Soc at 1.5GHz having 4 GB physical memory. We use a Ubuntu 18.04 64bit OS, and clang / LLVM compiler version 8.0.

Then by using various Edge workloads, we analyze Sledge serverless runtime performance on x86_64 and compare it to Nuclio [57], the open-source serverless framework.

5.1 WebAssembly Performance

By providing a mechanism for lightweight isolation, the Wasm sandbox enables Sledge to run functions with high churn and low latency. This is paired with the memory-safety and control-flow integrity properties discussed in §3.1.

Given the centrality of Wasm to promise near-native execution performance while enabling strong, yet, lightweight isolation, we designed an experiment to evaluate the execution times of PolyBench/C 4.2.1 applications (as in [33]) on Sledge using our aWsm compiler and several popular Wasm runtimes.

The runtimes that we evaluate are:

- **Wasmer** v0.12.0 [78], a just-in-time (JIT) compilation runtime that uses Cranelift [19] as its default compiler (LLVM and single-pass are supported) and allows caching of JIT compiled objects to improve performance of further executions. We evaluate performance for Cranelift based compilation with enabled caching of JIT compiled objects.
- **WAVM** v0.0.0-prerelease [79], a JIT compilation runtime that compiles Wasm objects using the LLVM compiler with the caching of JIT compiled objects enabled.
- **Node.js** v12.9.1 [56], which executes Wasm objects within the V8 runtime. Emscripten v1.39.5 [22] compiler (LLVM-based) is used to generate JavaScript wrappers.
- **Lucet** v0.4.1 [4] native Wasm compiler and runtime. The Lucet aWsm ahead-of-time (AoT) compiler leverages Cranelift for compilation of Wasm objects and generates native shared objects. The Lucet-aWsm runtime loads a single shared object and executes it in a sandboxed environment.
- **Sledge-aWsm**, a native, AoT-generated executable created by the aWsm compiler and dynamically loaded as a shared object and executed as a single sandbox in the Sledge runtime. The aWsm compiler generates LLVM IR from Wasm bytecode and outputs a native shared object as discussed in §3.2. This runtime is configured to use virtual memory based bounds management (isolating 32-bit Wasm sandboxes into 4GiB regions) and we refer to this simply as Sledge-aWsm in Figure 5.
- **Sledge-aWsm-mpx**, a native executable generated by the aWsm compiler with a Sledge runtime configured
Figure 5. PolyBench/C benchmarks on different WebAssembly runtimes normalized to native benchmark time on x86_64. "x" mark on x-axis indicates failure to execute benchmark on a runtime. Node.js+Emscripten failed for gemm and symm. Lucet failed for gemm.

Table 1. Arithmetic mean (Slowdown (AM)) and geometric mean (Slowdown (GM)) of % slowdowns, and the standard deviations (SD) for arithmetic mean in different Wasm runtimes. The x86_64 results summarize the results from Figure 5. For brevity, we only include summarized results for AArch64 on Raspberry Pi in the right-most columns of the table (systems with -rpi suffix).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wasm Runtime</th>
<th>x86_64</th>
<th>Raspberry Pi (ARM v8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slowdown (AM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149.8%</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.6%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.09</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113.41</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149.04</td>
<td>53.09</td>
<td>107.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.25</td>
<td>116.14</td>
<td>113.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>19.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With Intel MPX [55, 59] hardware-based bounds checks for memory safety.

- **Sledge+aWsm-bounds-chk**, a native executable generated by the aWsm compiler with a Sledge runtime configured with naive software-based bounds checks for memory safety discussed in §3.2.

- **Sledge+aWsm-rpi**, a native executable generated by the aWsm compiler for AArch64 on Raspberry Pi with a Sledge runtime configured with virtual memory based bounds management similar to Sledge.

- **Sledge+aWsm-bounds-chk-rpi**, a native executable generated by the aWsm compiler for AArch64 on Raspberry Pi with a Sledge runtime configured with software-based bounds checks similar to Sledge-bounds-chk.

- **Native** executable compiled with clang -O3 for baseline.

Figure 5 presents the normalized to native execution time of PolyBench/C benchmarks, averaged over 15 iterations for different Wasm runtimes on x86_64 system. To match the methodology used in [33], we used 15 iterations in this experiment. Table 1 (left side, that represents x86_64 results) shows the arithmetic and geometric means of PolyBench/C benchmarks as a percentage slowdown compared to native and the standard deviations for different Wasm runtimes of different benchmarks on x86_64 system.

Discussion. As shown in Figure 5, the Cranelift-based runtimes show a significant slowdown compared to native (149.8% in Wasmer and 92.8% in Lucet), reflecting Cranelift’s emphasis on fast compilation times [6]. WAVM, a JIT compiler runtime that leverages LLVM for code generation, shows a relatively smaller 28.1% slowdown. Node.js+Emscripten performance show the sub 10% slowdown for a subset of 7 applications (as also discussed in [33]), which however grows to 84% across all applications.

The aWsm compiler and Sledge runtime is 13.4% slower (on average) than native and at least 14.7% faster than the fastest Wasm runtimes (WAVM) as shown in Slowdown (AM) of Table 1. The naive software-based bounds checks in Sledge+aWsm-bounds-chk require linear memory offset and bounds checks (which LLVM might optimize), which adds overhead to each load and store, in the worst case. This generates additional slowdown over that of Sledge+aWsm, which uses virtual memory-based bounds management to maintain memory isolation and avoids bounds check overheads. Sledge+aWsm-mpx with Intel MPX hardware-based support is counter-intuitively 12.4% slower than Sledge+aWsm-bounds-chk with software-based bounds checks, and it is 61.7% slower than Sledge, reflecting the expensive operations [59] required in storing and loading of the bounds.

We also evaluated the Sledge+aWsm performance with static compilation without any bounds checks mechanism to compare the overheads and we observed that the arithmetic mean was 0.3% faster than Sledge+aWsm. The geometric slowdown (Slowdown (GM) in Table 1) also confirms that Sledge+aWsm performs better than other LLVM-based and significantly better than the Cranelift-based runtimes. These results show that the Wasm sandboxing in Sledge+aWsm is efficient and offers a good foundation for isolation in a serverless runtime.

**Sledge+aWsm on Raspberry Pi.** Lately, the ARM v8 processors have gained significant traction in the Cloud and Edge computing worlds for their performance characteristics [10, 64]. The Raspberry Pi devices, based on ARM v8, are...
powerful enough to support Edge computing, with attractive form-factor and cost. We ported our aWsm compiler and the Sledge serverless runtime to AArch64 to evaluate their performance for ARM-based Edge systems. Table 1 (right part) presents the arithmetic means of % slowdown compared to native code execution and their standard deviation for Sledge+aWsm running native executables on AArch64.

The Sledge runtime with software-based bounds checks (Sledge+aWsm-bounds-chk-rpi) is 36.7% slower than native, as it incurs software overheads in bounds checks similar to (Sledge+aWsm-bounds-chk) on x86_64. More importantly, the Sledge+aWsm-rpi with virtual memory based sandboxing shows only 6.7% slowdown compared to native on ARM AArch64, thus, demonstrating that Wasm performance on ARM v8 processor is close to native.

**Memory footprint.** The memory footprint of functions has a significant impact on "cold-start" performance and scalability at the resource-constrained Edge. The single-process Sledge runtime binary size is 359 KB. Moreover, it enables functions to share the library dependencies, while providing a strong spatial and temporal isolation for multi-tenant functions executions. The AoT compiled shared object sizes are between 108 KB-112 KB, which is significantly smaller than VM- and container-based function isolation (often in 10s to 100s of MBs [18, 68]).

### 5.2 Serverless Function Performance

**Nuclio** [57] is a serverless framework (shown in Figure 1 (c)) that provides more performant low-latency processing by using containers for multi-tenant isolation, while concurrently executing functions in separate processes within those containers. Nuclio allows serverless functions to be invoked directly from a client. Therefore, Nuclio can be deployed as a single node without load balancers or function-request-forwarding subsystems. These characteristics make Nuclio one of the most attractive open-source serverless solutions for the Edge [46].

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Sledge Setup** We deployed Nuclio (version 1.3.3) as a single node without any of the optional components to support larger, distributed, multi-node, serverless deployments. We use the shell based function processor (version 0.7.1) to run native binaries on the Nuclio serverless framework. The function processor containers in Nuclio, when deployed, are 96.4MBs in size, which includes the Nuclio shell runtime, HTTP event listener and the native executable of the function in each experiment. The Nuclio function processor is configured with a maxWorker value, which determines the maximum number of concurrent worker processes that can be spawned. Given the varied performance characteristics of different benchmarks (I/O intensive vs CPU intensive), we tuned this to optimize the throughput of a basic ping function, which performs no computation and only replies with a single byte. We observed the optimal throughput with a worker count between 16 and 19, and therefore use 16 workers to match the 16 cores in our server machine.

**Sledge Setup** The Sledge serverless runtime uses virtual memory based bounds management for function sandbox memory isolation (similar to "Sledge+aWsm" in Figure 5). The runtime has 15 worker cores for function instantiation and scheduling, and a listener core for request forwarding and load balancing (as discussed in Section 4 and Figure 4).

The client and server machines both use a 10Gtek 10GbE PCI-E X8 Network Card X540-10G-2T connected via a NETGEAR 8-Port 10G Ethernet Smart Managed Plus Switch (XS708E). On the client-side, we use Apache Bench (version 2.3) in all serverless experiments. We observed that the minimum average round-trip network latency exhibited by different serverless experiments regardless of the workload is 0.122ms. We measure this by running a simple web server on the server machine and measured the latency for 10k requests using ab on the client machine. In all the experiments below, we have measured the throughput in Kbps for different executions in Sledge and Nuclio, and verified that the network bandwidth is not a bottleneck.

**Varying concurrency.** We first evaluate the latency and throughput properties of Sledge with a simple ping functionality, with increasing concurrency. Figure 6 shows the throughput and average latencies for Sledge and Nuclio.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** (a) Throughput and (b) Latency of a Ping serverless function with varying concurrency. (Solid and empty bars indicate average and 99%-tile latencies respectively, for 10k iterations.)

**Discussion.** The Sledge serverless runtime shows consistently high throughput — about 3 times Nuclio — across varied concurrency levels in Figure 6(a) and significantly lower average and 99%-tile latencies compared to Nuclio in Figure 6(b). The multi-process Nuclio runtime, executing native function binaries, incurs IPC, context switch, and scheduling overheads of traditional system scheduling, in addition to the overheads in function instantiation (using fork + exec). In contrast, our serverless-first Sledge framework that leverages light-weight Wasm sandboxing and decouples (1) function
linking and loading from function instantiation, and (2) work-distribution from user-level sandboxing scheduling for temporal isolation, avoids many of these overheads (in spite of the Wasm slowdown compared to native). *Sledge* demonstrates promising ultra-low latencies and high throughputs.

**Varying payload sizes.** Edge functions often have strict latency and data processing requirements. It is necessary for the serverless runtimes to provide high throughput, while enabling low end-to-end latencies with varying payload sizes for data processing. Next, we evaluate the latency and throughput of *Sledge* with a network-intensive workload.

Figure 7 presents the throughput and average latencies for *Sledge* and *Nuclio* systems for network I/O intensive function. This function receives a payload (from 1KB to 1MB), which it writes to a buffer, and then writes back out to stdout, which is sent as the HTTP response body.

![Figure 7](image)

**Discussion.** The *Sledge* runtime has approximately 2.8 times higher throughput than *Nuclio* as shown in Figure 7(a) and approximately 2.8 times lower latencies in *Sledge* (Figure 7(b)) for 1KB and 10KB request and response sizes. With larger transfer sizes, the costs of copying data (for example, through POSIX read and write APIs) dominates the execution, and *Sledge* performance approaches that of *Nuclio*. We believe that given a limited bandwidth and power of IoT and smart devices, utilizing the serverless Edge for real-time functionality and data processing, will mostly use the small request/response sizes.

We additionally run experiments (not shown) with CPU-bound functions of various computation times. As functions become increasingly CPU-bound, the performance of *Sledge* gets closer to *Nuclio*. Though many functions may be CPU-bound, we believe that a typical use case for the real-time Edge will be light-weight functions aiming at fast responses.

**Application study.** Next, we study the performance of real-world Edge applications that perform a mix of network transfers and computations. Since IoT and smart devices are often resource constrained, they might rely on Edge systems to support compute-intensive functions from Neural Network libraries, image recognition and manipulation, and other object detection functionality.

The applications we evaluate are:

- **Arm’s CMSIS-NN [17] for CIFAR10 [44]:** Reads a 1.9 KB 32x32 PNG image of an airplane from stdin, executes a classifier of 10 classes (airplanes, cars, birds, cats, deer, dogs, frogs, horses, ships, and trucks), and writes the number associated with the resulting class to stdout.
- **GOCR [30]:** An Optical Character Recognition (OCR) application that reads a portable-bitmap format (PBM) image from stdin and writes the ASCII text recognized from the image to stdout.
- **SOD [71] RESIZE:** Reads a 28.9 KB flower JPEG from stdin, resizes it by half, and outputs as PNG to stdout.
- **SOD [71] License Plate Detection (LPD):** Reads a 96.6 KB JPEG containing a license plate from stdin, generates a bounding box around the license plate, and outputs a 96.6 KB JPEG image with a box drawn.
- **GPS with TinyEKF [74]:** Reads Global Positioning System (GPS) state and input position matrices from stdin, uses TinyEKF, a simple Extended Kalman Filter [66], to predict a future position, which it writes to stdout. Given EKF’s need for a state from the previous executions, it returns to the client that state, and relies on it to pass it along with each request.
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**Table 2.** Execution time of real-world serverless functions in *Sledge* and native code execution. (Averaged over 1k iterations.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Native Avg</th>
<th>Sledge Avg (norm)</th>
<th>Native 99%</th>
<th>Sledge 99% (norm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPS-EKF</td>
<td>27µs</td>
<td>32µs</td>
<td>30µs (1.09)</td>
<td>33µs (1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOCR</td>
<td>623µs</td>
<td>704µs</td>
<td>924µs (1.48)</td>
<td>1015µs (1.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR10</td>
<td>5.54ms</td>
<td>6.46ms</td>
<td>8.31ms (1.49)</td>
<td>9.27ms (1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIZE</td>
<td>36.1ms</td>
<td>37.4ms</td>
<td>53ms (1.46)</td>
<td>55ms (1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD</td>
<td>96.3ms</td>
<td>99.3ms</td>
<td>176.3ms (1.83)</td>
<td>180ms (1.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 presents throughput and average latencies in *Sledge* and *Nuclio* systems processing real-world applications. To provide an insight into Wasm execution performance and possible overhead, Table 2 provides the runtimes of the same functions, executed outside of serverless framework.
These demonstrate the Wasm versus native performance disparities.

**Discussion.** With the exception of GPS-EKF, the executed applications are approx. 45% slower than native code due to Wasm overhead, as shown in Table 2. In spite of this, the serverless-first approach (redesigned from the ground up) enables Sledge runtime to provide high throughput and low latencies for all applications (except those that are significantly computation-bound: RESIZE and LPD). The throughput of GPS-EKF application in Sledge is 4 times higher than Nuclio in Figure 8(a) and its average latency in Sledge is 4 times faster than Nuclio in Figure 8(b). Similarly, the throughput of GOCR application in Sledge is 2.9 times higher than Nuclio and the average latency in Sledge is 2.9 times faster than Nuclio and for CIFAR10, the throughput is 1.36 times higher and the average latency is 1.36 times faster than Nuclio.

This demonstrates the efficiency of the Sledge design, which is especially pronounced and strongly manifests itself for less heavy computational functions. It also shows that further work on optimizing Wasm compilers will be beneficial. The Sledge runtime is optimized for short computations at the Edge. It might under-perform for CPU intensive functions (due to Wasm-related overheads compared to their native execution). Wasm-based executions of RESIZE is 46% slower and LPD is 81% slower than native as shown in Table 2. This explains the lower throughput and higher latencies of these applications in Sledge runtime compared to their processing in Nuclio.

**Function creation latencies and churn.** Driven by data processing from IoT and smart devices, the Edge computing systems will require to handle high request rates due to reduced network latency between mobile IoT devices and the servers at the Edge (e.g., 5G stations). The existing serverless frameworks, based on VMs and containers, exhibit high “cold-start” latencies (discussed in §2), thus hindering the high churn required by these devices. The Nuclio serverless framework enables the function processors (containers) to be persistent. The serverless management within the container forks a process for each invocation, thus incurring only the cold-start latency of process creation.

To evaluate the Sledge runtime’s ability to support a high churn of requests and to compare it against Nuclio serverless framework, we measure the latency of the GPS-EKF application, using fork + exec on native system and the sandbox execution in Sledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>%99</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fork + exec + wait</td>
<td>588µs</td>
<td>487µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sledge Sandbox</td>
<td>146µs</td>
<td>61µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Churn benchmarks (µs) for GPS-EKF in a Sledge Sandbox and using fork + exec + wait on native. (Averaged over 10k iterations)

6 Conclusion

The current surge of novel applications for IoT, autonomous vehicles, and pervasive surveillance motivates the need of time-critical, high bandwidth processing of sensor data at the Edge. To maintain low-latencies while scaling multi-tenancy within the Edge restricted resources, this paper presents a serverless-first runtime designed to optimize for the short-lived and event-driven properties of serverless functions. The Sledge compiler and runtime enable light-weight function isolation by leveraging the sandboxing properties of Wasm. Results show that serverless-first Sledge runtime enables low-latency serverless execution, while efficiently managing concurrency and work distribution. For the most latency-sensitive Edge applications with fast runtimes, Sledge has latencies 4x lower than Nuclio (a high-performance, container-based serverless infrastructure), with a 4x higher throughput. We also show that Sledge’s compiler aWsm generates sandboxed code that executes within 1.1 times compared to native code for 24 out of 30 PolyBench/C benchmarks. We believe this demonstrates that a serverless runtime, optimized by leveraging light-weight Wasm-based isolation and scheduling bypass of traditional kernel scheduling, holds a significant promise for strict requirements of future Edge architectures. The proposed framework opens up a set of interesting opportunities for customized performance management of users’ serverless functions, which we plan to investigate in our future work.
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